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A suitably matched combination of unidirectional gradient
pulses of the radio frequency amplitude B1 and of the main

agnetic field B0 produces an unconventional type of spin echo,
the nutation echo. The echo signal becomes volume selective if the
gradients to be matched are inhomogeneously distributed in space.
An example is a combination of a constant B0 gradient and the
nhomogeneous B1 gradient of a surface coil. We suggest a method

for localized NMR on this basis. Nutation echoes can also be used
to map the spatial distribution of B1 gradients of an arbitrary radio
requency coil geometry with the aid of a small probe
ample. © 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: nutation; spin echo; volume selection; localized
spectroscopy; B1 gradients.

1. INTRODUCTION

In Refs. (1–5) spin-echo phenomena are reported base
oherence evolution in a combination of gradients of the
ernal magnetic fieldB0 and of the radio frequency (R
amplitudeB1. In the treatment published in Ref. (4) the nature

f the so-called “nutation echo” (and of higher order mult
utation echoes) was given. In the present study we co

rate on the nutation echo which by nature is analogous t
rdinary Hahn echo. It is produced by a pulse subject
radient of the RF amplitudeB1' (component perpendicular

the external magnetic fieldB0) if it is followed by a suitably
matchedB0 gradient pulse. The nutation echo is of partic
interest for potential applications because it is expected to
the same signal strength as the ordinary Hahn echo pro
by a pulse sequencep/2–t–p/2–t in the presence of aB0

gradient. In the following we will point out that the nutati
echo can be used as a tool suitable for localized spectros
relaxation, diffusion, or flow measurements.

The nutation echo is not to be confused with higher o
multiple nutation echoes reported in Refs. (3, 4). These “non
inear” echoes arise only if demagnetizing field effects pl
ole in complete analogy to the laboratory-frame mult
choes (6–9). Just like the ordinary Hahn echo, the “line
utation echo to be considered here appears even if the d

1 On leave from Department of Physics, Technical University, 3400
apoca, Romania. E-mail: ioan.ardelean@physik.uni-ulm.de.
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etizing field is negligible. This in particular occurs if t
xternal magnetic field is low.

2. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The basic pulse sequence used for producing the nu
echo is schematically shown in Fig. 1. Note that theB1' andB0

gradients,G1 andG0, respectively, need not be constant in
sample volume. In the following we rather consider lo
gradients existing in a certain volume element centered
position r̃ . The signal to be expected is proportional to
complex transverse rotating-frame magnetization given a
l 5 1 term in Eq. 29 of Ref. (4). That is

m~t1 1 t2! 5
M0

j
e2iceiaJ1~j!, [1]

whereM 0 is the (local) equilibrium magnetization, and

j 5 gnm0M0t2, [2]

c 5 gnt2 E
0

r̃

G0 z dr̃ 9, [3]

a 5 gnt1 E
0

r̃

G1 z dr̃ 9. [4]

he phase shiftsa and c acquired in the intervalst1 and t2,
respectively, are defined in such a way that they take the
0 at the origin.J1(j) is the first-order Bessel function. Note t
it can be approximated byJ1(j) > j/ 2 in the limit j ! 1. The
gyromagnetic ratio is denoted byg n, the magnetic field con
stant bym0. Note that the tip anglea is a function of the scala
product* 0

r̃ G1 z dr̃ 9.
The maximum signal amplitude arises in the sample re

for which the conditiona 5 c is fulfilled. That is, the gradien
vectors are parallel,

G1iG0, [5]
j-
1090-7807/00 $35.00
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and the magnitudes obey

G1t1 5 G0t2. [6]

The region where these conditions are closely approa
gives rise to localized nutation echo signals to be discuss
the following.

At low external magnetic fieldsB0 or for short evolution
timest2, that is, forj ! 1, the influence of the demagnetiz
field on the nutation echo can be neglected. In such cir
stances and in the absence of relaxation and diffusion ef
half of the initial equilibrium magnetization is recovered,

mmax 5 M0/ 2, [7]

in analogy to the Hahn echo produced by two 90° RF pu
Note that in the treatment given in Ref. (4), the phase directio
of the RF pulse was assumed to be along thex axis of the
rotating frame.

In the case where the gradientsG1 andG0 are functions o
the position, the nutation echo forms a localized signal sui
for volume-selective investigations. For example, such a
ation arises with the (inhomogeneous)B1 field of a surface co
combined with a (constant)B0 gradient generated with t
gradient coils of a usual NMR imaging system. Figure 2 sh
a schematic illustration of the two gradients acting at a pos
r . From this position, a nutation echo signal arises if

FIG. 1. Pulse sequence for the generation of the nutation echo.G1 andG0

are gradients of the RF amplitudeB1' (component perpendicular toB0) and of
he external magnetic flux densityB0, respectively.

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the RF field distribution of a s
gradient vectors and their application intervals match.
ed
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conditions given in Eqs. [5] and [6] are fulfilled. Varying t
magnitude or the duration of the gradient pulses and the d
tion of theB0 gradient makes it possible to select the pos
where echo formation is to happen. Note that the approp
superposition ofB0 gradient components along the three sp
directions of the laboratory frame results in a gradient in
desired direction. In this way, one can point to the volum
interest just as one does when shining with a torch to a ke
in the dark, for instance. We therefore suggest to term
localization method “TORCH” (standing for “tappingof re-
motecoherences”).

The spatial resolution with which the localized signals
generated and the shape of the selected volume element d
on how the gradients vary with position. For a discussion
us consider the reduced density operator at the timet 5 t 1 1
t 2 (see Fig. 1). An expression is given in Ref. (4, Eq. 22)
Under the present assumptions and with the nomenclature
here, it reads

s~t1 1 t2! 5 @I ycosc 1 I xsin c#sin a 1 I zcosa. [8]

Applying standard relations for trigonometric functions to
[8] leads to terms like cos(c 1 a) and cos(c 2 a). Provided
that strong enough gradients are applied, the term cos(c 1 a)
cannot give rise to any signal because its average ov
positions within the sample cancels. This is in contrast to
cos(c 2 a) term, the average of which,^cos(c 2 a)&, is finite
if c 5 a. That is, echo signals selectively appear from reg
of the sample volumeV in which signals are superimpos

ore or less constructively so that

^cos~c 2 a!& 5
1

V E
V

cos~c 2 a!dV9 Þ 0. [9]

ce coil. The generation of nutation echoes depends on how the localB0 andB1'
urfa
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45NUTATION SPIN ECHO AND ITS USE FOR LOCALIZED NMR
The center of the selected volume,r 5 r̃ , is located at th
position wherec 5 a, that is, where the conditions given
Eqs. [5] and [6] are exactly fulfilled.

The dimensiond of the sensitive volume can be estimate
follows. The anglesa andc can be expressed in terms of
wavevectors,k1 5 g nt 1G1 andk0 5 g nt 2G0, respectively, s
that the condition for a finite echo signal at a positionr̃ reads

c 2 a 5 E
0

r̃

(k 0 2 k1) z dr̃ 9 ! 2p. [10]

That is, the region in which the coherences are superimpos
a not completely destructive manner may roughly be ch
terized by the length

d < 2p/uk0 2 k1umax, [11]

where the subscript indicates the maximum deviation bet
the two wave vectors in the sensitive region to be detecte
combination of gradients with steep positional depende
leads to narrow localization, whereas flat positional variat
broaden the region where signals are detected.

3. EXPERIMENTS, SIMULATIONS, AND RESULTS

In order to demonstrate the spatial selectivity of the nuta
echo, we have carried out three test experiments with diff
NMR spectrometers, RF coil geometries, and samples. F
3 shows the results obtained with a surface coil and a sph
sample of doped water placed at varying heights above the
The experimental details are given in the figure legen
schematic representation of the sample arrangement is s
in the inset of Fig. 3. The nutation echo was recorded
function of the intervalt2 in a spatially constant and tempora
teady gradientG0 for a given RF pulse widtht1. That is, the

matching condition in Eq. [6] is fulfilled at different positio
for varying t2 values as a consequence of the gradientG1(r )
hat increase with the distance before adopting a maxi
alue. The echoes consequently appear later for shorter
ngs between the sphere and the RF coil.

The second test consists of mapping the spatial distrib
f the transverse magnetization after forming the nuta
cho. The pulse sequence used for this experiment is sho
ig. 4. A conventional gradient-recalled echo imaging me

10) was employed, where the initial excitation RF puls
eplaced by the nutation echo sequence. Note that aB0

gradients were spatially constant as before. Concernin
volume selection part, localization is therefore due to
distribution G1(r ) of the RF field gradient produced by t
6-cm surface coil.

A big water container was placed on the surface coil (se
schematic representation of dotted lines in Fig. 5). The
s
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gions of interest” within this water container were selecte
choosing different directions of theB0 gradient in thet2

interval. TheB0 gradient direction was defined by correspo-
ngly superimposingx and y gradients. The experimental
ults are displayed in Fig. 5. The volume selection effe
bvious. The regions where signals are visible is clearly sh
hen turning the direction of the main field gradient. N
owever, that the localization properties of the TORCH ex

ment are much better than suggested by the images. Outs
he central region where the two nutation echo-forming g
nts match according to Eqs. [5] and [6] and where the s
onsequently is strongest, the sign of the signal contribu
scillates. Positive and negative contributions occur in di
nt areas, depending on the local values of the phase ana

andc relative to each other. That is, most of the signal out
of the central gradient matching region cancels in vol
selection experiments in which just the nutation echo indu
signal is acquired. This is in contrast to the images that dis
the signal magnitude and, hence, positive and negative c
butions equally. That is, the net signal provided by the nuta
echo only represents the central region patterns displayed
images.

In order to demonstrate this cancellation effect we h
simulated the spatial distribution of the transverse magne
tion using the MATHCAD software package. The same s
ation and the same parameters as in the experiments
assumed. The rotation induced by the local RF field on
local magnetization was calculated using a rotation m
operator of the form (11)

FIG. 3. Nutation echoes as a function oft2 (see Fig. 1). The sample w
a spherical plastic container filled with water doped with CuCl2. The oute

iameter wasd 5 2 cm. The sphere was placed at varying heightsh above the
iddle of a surface coil of diameterD 5 6 cm as indicated. The probe w
rranged in a 4.7-T tomography magnet. A constant gradient of the main

0 5 10 mT/m, was applied along the RF coil axis. The heighth of the sampl
bove the surface coil was varied as indicated. The width of the

requency pulse wast1 5 3.1 ms. The nutation echoes are well separated
he initial free-induction decays beginning att2 5 0 after the RF pulse.
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46 ARDELEAN, KIMMICH, AND KLEMM
R~w! 5 cos
w

2
2 2i ~ pIx 1 qIy 1 rI z!sin

w

2
. [12]

erew( x, y, z) 5 ((a x( x, y, z)) 2 1 (a y( x, y, z)) 2 1 (a z( x,
y, z)) 2) 1/ 2 represents the local rotation angle around the
RF field direction with the corresponding axial rotati
a j( x, y, z) 5 g nB1j( x, y, z)t 1 and j 5 x, y, z. The
coefficientsp, q, r in Eq. [12] are defined asp( x, y, z) 5
a x( x, y, z)/w( x, y, z), q( x, y, z) 5 a y( x, y, z)/w( x, y, z),

FIG. 4. Pulse sequence used for mapping the spatial distribution of t
ith a 6-cm surface coil so that the RF field was inhomogeneously distr

ocal RF field is characterized by a gradientG1(r ). Spin coherences are refo
The spatial distribution of the transverse magnetization produced in thi

FIG. 5. Two-dimensional 4.7-T maps of the transverse magnetizatio
radius filled up to a height of 5 cm with water doped with CuCl2. The data wer
pulse wast1 5 4.9 ms. The duration of theB0 gradients employed for ge
orresponding to 2563 256 pixels. The digital resolution is 310mm. Map (a)

is defined by the axis of the RF coil). The gradient strength wasG0x 5 7.5 m
as generated by superimposing two gradients of strengthsG0x 5 7.5 mT/m

x, y plane. No slice selection is implied.
al

andr ( x, y, z) 5 a z( x, y, z)/w( x, y, z), respectively. The R
field distribution of the surface coil was calculated on the b
of Biot/Savart’s law. Note that the above relation, Eq. [12
valid only for I 5 1

2 spin quantum numbers andp2 1 q2 1
r 2 5 1.

Figure 6a shows the spatial distribution of the transv
magnetization in the centralx, y plane. Apart from the absen
of any “measuring sensitivity” limitation, this map clos
corresponds to the experimental map shown in Fig. 5a. H

agnetization after generating a localized nutation echo. The RF pulse w
ted in space. The tip angle,a(r ), consequently was also a function of position.
ed in a selected region byB0 gradient pulses suitably matched to theB1 gradient
ay is mapped using an ordinary gradient-recalled echo imaging sequen

llowing the nutation echo pulse sequence. The test sample was a cylin
corded using the pulse scheme shown in Fig. 4. The width of the radio fre
ating the nutation echoes wast2 5 1.5 ms. The field of view is 8 cm3 8 cm
s recorded with the nutation echo-formingB0 gradient in thex direction (which
. In a second experiment represented by map (b) the direction of this g
G0y 5 5 mT/m, respectively. Note that the maps represent projections o
he m
ibu
cus
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47NUTATION SPIN ECHO AND ITS USE FOR LOCALIZED NMR
ever, unlike the experimental circumstances, we can now
tinguish between positive and negative signal contribut
That is, we can take the cancellation effect into accoun
forming the average signal in more extended pixels.

The simulated transverse-magnetization map was subd
into matrices of 103 10 “macropixels,” in each of which th
verage signal contribution was calculated. The resulting d
ution of the average transverse magnetization is shown in
b. From these average signals all contributions below the ty
oise level in real experiments are suppressed. Obviously m

he signal outside of the central region cancels. This result
nstrates that the TORCH experiment provides well-define
alized signals from the region around the position where
atching according to Eqs. [5] and [6] is fulfilled.
A third test experiment was performed using a conic RF

s described in Ref. (5). In this case a conventional Bruk
PX400 spectrometer without aB0 gradient unit was em-

ployed. That is, the corresponding field gradient was prod
by intentional misadjustment of the shimming currents. A
object consisting of two separate compartments filled
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) of molecular mass 17,000
examined. A schematic representation of the arrangem
shown in the inset of Fig. 7. Experimental details are give
the legend to Fig. 7. Two echoes were observed due t
different gradient strengths experienced by the spins in the
compartments, that is, at different positions on the coil a
The first echo, e1, corresponds to a smaller RF gradient
echo e2 and is, therefore, due to the more remote compart
The echo amplitude consistently indicates that the dete
sensitivity is also reduced at this position.

The appearance of a free-induction decay signal in Fi
and 7 is due to an incomplete cancellation of the transv
magnetization following the RF gradient pulse. Although
residual signal can clearly be distinguished from the pr

FIG. 6. Simulation of the distribution of the transverse magnetization
coil was calculated on the basis of Biot/Savart’s law. The current streng
was assumed to bet1 5 4.9 ms. The refocusing gradient pulse of the ma

0 5 7.5 mT/m andt2 5 1.5 ms, respectively, as in the real experimen
200 3 200 volume elements. Plot (a) shows the spatial distribution
transverse-magnetization map closely corresponds to the experimental
matrices of 103 10 macropixels. Contributions below the noise level typi
strength about 3 times stronger than that of the next intense macropixe
is-
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nutation echoes, its suppression might be desirable using
sophisticated coil designs.

The signal trains shown in Fig. 7 can be considere
one-dimensional reciprocal space images. Provided that tB0

gradient is spatially constant, the Fourier transforms w
represent one-dimensional real-space images, that is, p
tions on theB0 gradient direction. The signals in Fig. 7 a
suggest that the spatial resolution is affected by the durati
the RF gradient pulse.

e central plane of the object Fig. 5 refers to. The RF field distribution of tace
in the loop during the RF pulse was assumed to beI 5 2.8 A. The RF pulse widt
agnetic field was assumed along thex direction. Its strength and width was se
he simulation refers to a cubic object with 8 cm edge length divided in3
themagnetization in the centralx, y plane (containing the coil axis). Th
ge shown in Fig. 5a. Plot (b) shows the same data set as in (a) but nowd into
in real experiments are suppressed. The white macropixels represent a
The localization to be expected in TORCH experiments is obvious.

FIG. 7. Nutation echoes as a function oft2 (see Fig. 1). The sample w
a two-compartment container filled with PDMS 17,000. The inset sho
schematic representation of the sample arrangement. The PDMS compa
(drawn in black) were 1.5 mm thick and had a spacing of 2.5 mm. ThB0

gradient was generated by the shimming system. The two compartmen
to two nutation echoes, e1 and e2, according to the different RF gra
acting at these positions. The signal trains were recorded for a width of t
pulse oft1 5 600 and 1200ms, respectively.
in th
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48 ARDELEAN, KIMMICH, AND KLEMM
4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have described the nutation echo forme
a combination of pulsed gradientsB1' andB0. As an applica-
tion we suggest the TORCH method, which is an eas
adjust technique for localized NMR provided that the sp
distribution of the field gradients is known. In the case
simple hardware geometries such as a surface coil place
tomographyB0 gradient system this information is read

vailable. We note also thatB1' of any RF coil geometry ca
be probed experimentally by mapping the matching condit
Eqs. [5] and [6], with a small test sample in a known cons
B0 gradient. Geometries of the RF coil other than those of
study might provide stronger RF field gradients (see, e.g.,
(12)). Also, the combination with nonuniform gradients of
main magnetic field promises a better spatial resolutio
should be noted that localized nutation echoes are expec
play a crucial role in applications such as the NMR MOU
(13) or borehole NMR (14).
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